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1> Which famous "Corey" was in "The Goonies?" 
 
   a. Corey Haim 
   b. Corey Monteith 
   c. Corey Taylor 
   d. Corey Feldman 
 
 
2> Who was Chester Copperpot? 
 
   a. A Shopkeeper 
   b. Mikey's uncle 
   c. An escaped convict 
   d. A Treasure hunter 
 
 
3> Who was not a Goonie? 
 
   a. Troy 
   b. Brand 
   c. Chunk 
   d. Data 
 
 
4> Although Andy first kissed Mikey, which Goonie was she after? 
 
   a. Data 
   b. Mouth 
   c. Chunk 
   d. Brand 
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5> Where does the story of The Goonies take place? 
 
   a. Seattle, WA 
   b. New York City, NY 
   c. Astoria, OR 
   d. Springfield, MA 
 
 
6> Who played Sloth? 
 
   a. John Matuszak 
   b. Anne Ramsey 
   c. Joe Pantoliano 
   d. Robert Davi 
 
 
7> Which character did the famous "Truffle Shuffle?" 
 
   a. Brand 
   b. Mikey 
   c. Mouth 
   d. Chunk 
 
 
8> Which person was NOT involved with this movie? 
 
   a. Richard Donner 
   b. Chris Columbus 
   c. Woody Allen 
   d. Steven Spielberg 
 
 
9> Who were the Fratelli's hiding from? 
 
   a. Family Members 
   b. Zombies 
   c. The Goonies 
   d. The police 



 
 
10> Who was Rosalita? 
 
   a. She was hired to help the Walsh's pack 
   b. She was Data's mother 
   c. She was Mouth's mother 
   d. She was the Walsh's neighbor 
 
 
 
 
Answers:  
 
1> Corey Feldman - Corey Feldman starred in 'The Goonies!' He played 'Mouth.' Corey 
Haim also tried out for the part of 'Mouth.'  
2> A Treasure hunter - Chester Copperpot was a treasure hunter looking for One Eyed 
Willie's treasure. An article about his hunt inspired the Goonies to search for treasure 
to save their neighborhood!  
3> Troy - Troy's father is the one trying to buy the goondocks! He is planning to turn the 
neighborhood into a golf course.  
4> Brand - Andy liked Brand. She kissed Mikey first, because it was dark and she 
thought he was Brand. She made the comment that she thought Brand was 'standing in 
a hole.' She also asked Stef, 'Does Brand wear braces?' Mikey was much shorter than 
Brand and he wore braces.  
5> Astoria, OR - Most of the filming was actually done in Astoria too, except the beach 
scenes, which were filmed away from Astoria. Filming took about 5 months!  
6> John Matuszak - Before acting, he was a professional football player. He played on 
the Texans, Chiefs, Redskins, and Raiders during his football career!  
7> Chunk - Chunk did the truffle shuffle! Chunk was played by Jeff Cohen. He was often 
made fun of because of his weight (especially during The Goonies) and he sites this as 
his reason for playing high school football.  
8> Woody Allen - Woody Allen was not involved, but Spielberg and Columbus were. 
Spielberg and Columbus were in charge of the story and screenplay! The actors have 
also said that Spielberg directed a few scenes.  
9> The police - The movie begins with the Mama Fratelli breaking her son Jake out of 
jail with the help of her son Francis! After breaking him out, they are in a high-speed car 
chase!  
10> She was hired to help the Walsh's pack - Mrs. Walsh had an injured arm so Rosalita 



was hired by the Walsh's to help them pack in order to move from the Goondocks. She 
only spoke Spanish, so Mouth was used as the translator. 
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